Step 1: Get a card from your teacher and then find the question that corresponds to that card.
For example: The **Ace** corresponds with the **Ace Question**.
Step 2: Read this question. Step 3: Ask any classmate this question.
Step 4: When your classmate has answered the question, report their answer back to the teacher and pick up another card.
Step 5: Repeat this process again and again.


2. What do dolphins eat?

3. Why are dolphins intelligent?

4. Why are dolphins smart?

5. Why are dolphins and humans alike?

6. What specific sound does a dolphin make?

7. What system do dolphins use to communicate?

8. What strategy do dolphins use to get food?

9. Why do dolphins assist fishermen?

10. Why is it an advantage for dolphins to help fishermen?

Jack. What sound do dolphins use to make conversation?

Queen. What is a group of dolphins called?

King. Is a dolphin a fish or a mammal?

Ace. Why do dolphins have milk?